We use moderate-resolution, moderate signal-to-noise ratio spectroscopy to derive Li abundances for six F and G stars in the young (few Myr) cluster NGC 2264. These are combined with consistently determined abundances of Ðve NGC 2264 G and K stars having published Li data. The mean non-LTE abundance, calculated with photometric temperatures, is log N(Li) \ 3.27^0.05. This is essentially identical to the meteoritic value, providing no evidence of Galactic Li enrichment over the past 4.6 GyrÈat least to the extent that the meteoritic value represents a typical "" cosmic ÏÏ value at that time. The scatter of 0.16 dex is well within the expected uncertainties and does not indicate any unexpected di †erential Li depletion. Our mean Li abundance is 0.2È0.3 dex larger than that in the hotter stars of IC 2602 (30 Myr) and the Pleiades (100 Myr), which have consistently determined abundances. This might indicate prior modest di †erential enrichment, very recent Galactic Li enrichment that is not a global process, or the increasing e †ect of Li depletion at the young ages of these clusters ; such depletion cannot be satisfactorily understood in terms of extant standard or rotational stellar models. Li is not overabundant in the cluster short-period binary W134, a result consistent with the predictions of tidal theory and rotational stellar models. The Ñatness of Li with (mass) persists to 4000 K (D0.5 a morphology in agree-T eff M _ ), ment with both standard and rotational stellar models having ages Myr. We note that some spectral [4 typeÈbased scales lead to Li abundances in all of the Ðve cooler cluster stars that are 0.3È0.8 dex T eff larger than abundances in the six hotter stars. Interestingly, such behavior also is inferred for the nearinitial (mass) morphology of IC 2602 and the Pleiades when model depletion factors are mapped Li-T eff onto their observed current abundances. No physical origin of such an abundance pattern, which might suggest an initial cluster Li abundance over a factor of 2 larger than meteoritic, is identiÐed. Rather, we believe that it is caused by lingering deÐciencies in the model depletion predictions and errant spectral typeÈbased relative values ; comparison of independent spectral classiÐcations and the e †ects of their T eff di †erences on the derived Li abundances provide direct support for the latter. This underscores the need for accurate relative spectroscopic values derived for a larger number of cluster stars from higher T eff quality data. Finally, radial velocities are derived for our NGC 2264 stars. Our heliocentric estimate of 24 km s~1 is in Ðne agreement with recent determinations from early-type cluster stars, but shows ample scatter. Some candidate preÈmain-sequence spectroscopic binaries are noted, including a multiple-lined star not included in the Li study.
INTRODUCTION
Li abundances of very young stars in the solar neighborhood can provide useful constraints on both stellar evolution and Galactic chemical evolution. If the present-day Li abundance were signiÐcantly larger than the meteoritic value of log N(Li) \ 3.3 & Grevesse this (Anders 1989), might suggest Li production over the past 4.6 Gyr ; such Li production might also have cosmological implications. Interesting evidence of isolated Li production has been put forth by et al. who detected Li in the secondMarti n (1992), ary of the black hole binary V404 Cyg and suggested that (for a system age signiÐcantly older than the Pleiades) there was Li production in this system. Such a conclusion might be a †ected, though, if (in contrast to standard stellar models) tidal interactions play a role in inhibiting Li depletion in such systems.
Observational evidence supporting such a notion does exist. The well-known Li depletion in open cluster F stars & Tripicco the large solar Li depletion (Boesgaard 1986 ), Peytremann, & de la Reza the dispersion in (Muller, 1975) & Bouchet 1989) .
Li abundances in very young stars may also present some fundamental challenges to such models, however. Possible Li abundance spreads have been inferred for stars of similar mass in the young clusters/associations Taurus-Auriga et al. IC 2602 et al. hereafter (Strom 1989) , (Randich 1997, Orion Smith, & Lambert RAPPS) , (Cunha, 1995 ; King and the Pleiades & Jones While no 1993), (Duncan 1983) . monotonic correlation between Li abundance and (projected) rotation velocity is seen, several of these studies suggest that the lowest Li abundances are preferentially found in the slowest rotators, perhaps suggesting some sort of extra-mixing mechanism operating prior to the age of the Pleiades (D100 Myr). At the young ages of these stars, rotational stellar models seem hard-pressed to account for such dispersions (particularly in stars with and M Z 1.0 M _ ) abundance-rotation relations. However, rigorous membership determinations and, e.g., the adequacy of model atmospheres used in the abundance analyses remain problematic issues.
Here we use spectra obtained as part of another project to derive Li abundances for several stars in the young cluster NGC 2264, which has an estimated age near D5 Myr et al.
Our goals are (Walker 1956 ; Makidon 1997) . twofold. First, we wish to consider how our F and G star abundances compare with the NGC 2264 K dwarf Li abundances from Magazzu`, Rebolo, & Pavlenko hereafter (1992, and with other young Population I stars. The mean MRP), non-LTE (NLTE) abundance of these authorsÏ three NGC 2264 stars is log N(Li) \ 3.58 ; here we examine whether such a supermeteoritic value can be conÐrmed by more stars. Second, we wish to examine abundances in NGC 2264 stars having masses bracketing those of the components of the NGC 2264 short-period (P \ 6.35 days) binary W134 & Stapelfeldt hereafter (Padgett 1994, PS94) . If our abundances are signiÐcantly lower than those of these binary components, this might suggest that substantial Li depletion occurs even in massive stars of very (M Z 1.4 M _ ) young age ; this would conÑict with the predictions of both standard stellar models and those incorporating prescriptions of rotationally induced mixing. reductions, and measurements can be found in King (1993) . The data quality is similar to the spectra used thereÈi.e., resolution of D1.0 and typical signal-to-noise ratio (S/N) A of 50È100. Spectra of our NGC 2264 objects W84 (with Ha emission), W190, and V20 are shown in which Figure 1 , marks the location of their strong Li I j6707.8 features.
The Ðrst column of the top portion of lists the Table 1  objects according to their  or  Walker (1956) Vasilevskis, Sanders, & Balz designations. The cluster member-(1965) ship probability is given in the second column, and is taken directly from Vasilevskis et al. (1965) . These values suggest membership for all the objects in our small sample. The HJD of observation is given in the third column. Radial velocities were derived from the spectra using a crosscorrelation analysis as described by
The helio- King (1993) . centric values and the uncertainties are given in the fourth column ; nightly zero-point uncertainties of 2 km s~1 are assumed.
Janes, & Bania determined radial Liu, (1989) velocities for seven early-type stars in NGC 2264. They Ðnd a median and mean radial velocity for the cluster of ]24.8 and ]23.7^8.4 km s~1, respectively. The estimates from our velocities, ]23.1 and ]25.5^4.5 (mean uncertainty) km s~1, are in good agreement, but show ample scatter (D12 km s~1), probably reÑecting the presence of spectroscopic binaries in our small sample. King (1993) estimates are T eff only 10, 50, and 60 K.
Improved understanding of the large (500È700 K) di †er-ences in extant PMS-star estimates would be useful for T eff securely employing PMS Li abundances to infer implications for Galactic Li enrichment. At present, we proceed as follows : The work of and the spectroscopic MRMP T eff determinations of Padgett and Cunha et al. favor the hotter scales, like those used by Because the limited King (1993) . coverage, resolution, and S/N of our spectroscopy prevents us from determining spectroscopic values from Ðne T eff analysis or line ratios, we are left with temperature estimates derived from main-sequence spectral and typeÈT eff relations. Padgett notes that her spectroscopic color-T eff values often indicate errors in PMS spectral types, and T eff we suggest later that some may be present for our NGC 2264 stars. Because we wish to avoid any such errorsÏ propagating to our estimates, and because precision photo-T eff metry is available for our stars, we have decided to rely on photometric determinations. We shall, however, con-T eff sider the e †ect of di †erent choices of determination on T eff our conclusions.
The preferred temperatures we use are determined from the B[V and
Sung using the calibrations of This is the (1997), Bessell (1979) . same procedure used by to derive temperatures in RAPPS their Li study of the 30 Myr cluster IC 2602. We made corrections for reddening using the value E(B[V ) \ 0.071 determined by Sung et al. (1997) MRP. abundance of all 11 stars is given by the dotted line. The error bar is based on the uncertainties estimated in°°and 3.2 3.3.
lations were carried out using two Li I components ; however, inclusion of additional hyperÐne components a †ects the abundances of our stars negligibly. The calculations also assume a microturbulent velocity of 1 km s~1, but Soderblom et al. note that there are no signiÐcant di †er-ences for a value of 2 km s~1. The calculations also ignore the presence of the nearby Fe I j6707.4 feature, whose contribution is included in our (low resolution) line-strength measurements (and probably those of and The PS94 MRP). e †ect on the derived abundances is small, however ; assuming the Fe I line-strength parameterization from°2.2 of Soderblom et al. (1993b) Figure 2 . Given the uncertainties in the equivalent widths and relative values, we expect internal uncertainties of^0.25 T eff dex in the Li abundances. We also determined abundances for all stars in the same fashion, but employing the spectral typeÈbased values from the calibrations of and T eff dJN87 CK79.
4. DISCUSSION
NGC 2264 Li Abundance and Galactic Enrichment
The mean NLTE Li abundance derived from our six hotter NGC 2264 stars is log N(Li) \ 3.30^0.07 (mean internal error) with a scatter of D0.17 dex, which (as can be judged from is considerably less than that expected Fig. 2 ) from the equivalent width and uncertainties (0.25 dex). T eff The mean Li abundance derived using values derived T eff from the luminosity class IV spectral type calibration of is 3.13. The scatter of 0.26 dex is considerably larger ; dJN87 ÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈÈ 2 For the three cool stars we adopted K in calculating MRP T eff \ 4500 the NLTE correction.
again, this appears consistent with the suggestion of that spectral type errors may lead to errant Padgett (1996) relative PMS estimates. The mean Li abundance T eff derived using values derived from the luminosity class V T eff spectral type calibrations of dJN87 and is 3.22. Thus, CK79 the Li abundance of 3.30 derived from photometric T eff values appears to be a maximal abundance compared with those derived from spectral typeÈbased values. Our T eff mean NGC 2264 Li abundance is identical to the meteoritic value and thus provides no supporting evidence for global Galactic Li enrichment in the past 4.6 Gyr. Of course, such a conclusion assumes that the meteoritic value was characteristic of a "" cosmic ÏÏ Li abundance at this time.
Our mean NGC 2264 abundance appears to be D0 Figure 9 of Thus, if the cluster o †sets are RAPPS. the result of depletion, it would appear to be caused by a mechanism operating over and above ordinary PMS burning.
We note that a few of the rotational stellar models of PDK90 nearly provide the needed depletion in these more massive stars. However, as noted by both standard RAPPS, and rotational stellar models predict far too much Li depletion for slightly lower mass stars, near 1 (see their Fig.  M _  11) . Indeed, the standard models, lacking any additional depletion from rotationally induced mixing, predict that the 1 stars in IC 2602 have already been depleted by M _ Z0.5 dexÈsuggesting a very curious "" initial ÏÏ (or prior) cluster Li morphology that has 1.4 stars with log N(Li) D 3.1 and M _ cooler stars of 1.0 with log N(Li) D 3.6. While such an M _ "" initial ÏÏ abundance distribution might be readily dismissed as absurd and the stellar models instead indicted as deÐ-cient, we Ðnd in that temperature estimates based on°4.3 spectral types result in such an odd morphology for Li-T eff our NGC 2264 stars. The photometric estimates remain T eff our preferred values, however, for reasons also summarized there.
Comparison of the PMS temperatures derived from line ratios by with those derived from photoPadgett (1996) metric indexes as done here and in indicates King (1993) KING Vol. 116 that the former typically are a couple hundred kelvins hotter ; indeed, PadgettÏs for W134 is some 500 K hotter T eff than our adopted value. Until these di †erences are understood and spectroscopic estimates are available for our T eff NGC 2264 stars, the possibility of an NGC 2264 Li abundance that is a couple tenths of a dex larger than the meteoritic value remains open.
Li in the Short-Period Binary W 134
The Li abundances of the components of the short-period binary W134 derived on the preferred photometric scale T eff appear unremarkable compared with our other NGC 2264 stars. This same behavior is also seen in short-period binaries in the young (D100 Myr) Pleiades cluster and is in stark contrast to the "" enhanced ÏÏ abundances with respect to similar single stars seen in older clusters such as the Hyades. As noted by & Deliyannis this result Ryan (1995), is consistent with the combined predictions of tidal theory and rotational stellar models.
While analysis of W134 data in a fashion consisPS94Ïs tent with our own data indicates an Li abundance much lower than that inferred by PS94 and consistent with our other NGC 2264 stars, di †erent conclusions are reached if values derived from spectral types (or the line ratioÈ T eff based value of PS94) are used. This is a simple reÑection T eff of the fact that the large B[V and V [I imply a much lower than the G5 spectral type, or D5400 K tem-T eff perature, estimate of PS94. When consistently employing values from the luminosity class V and/or the T eff dJN87 calibrations and/or PS94Ïs value, the abundance CK79 T eff of the W134 components is a few tenths of a dex larger than the mean abundance of our other stars. Such behavior, which is counter to that seen in the young Pleiades cluster, would have important implications. SpeciÐcally, it might suggest (1) that single stars have already undermassive3 gone signiÐcant Li depletion at a very young age yr), ([107 which would be in conÑict with the predictions of extant standard and rotational stellar models ; (2) that the initial NGC 2264 Li abundance is a few tenths of a dex above meteoritic ; and (3) that the maximal abundances measured in hot stars of other clusters such as the Pleiades or the Hyades may not reÑect the initial cluster abundance as closely as currently believed.
Consistent spectroscopic estimates (from Ðne T eff analyses or line ratios) and Li abundance determinations for a larger number of NGC 2264 stars having higher quality data are needed in order to explore these intriguing unsettled possibilities. Such estimates would avoid any e †ects of unknown di †erential reddening on the photometry. higher (D0.2 dex) than the hotter stars in the 30 MyrÈold cluster IC 2602 Our analysis using photometric (RAPPS). values in a manner consistent with the other cluster T eff stars results in lower K star Li abundances than derived by MRPÈa reduction of a factor of 2 above meteoritic in the mean, to agreement with our hotter NGC 2264 stars. The scatter in the MRP K star abundances is also reduced. This is mostly a consequence of the signiÐcantly lower value T eff for SS Mon. In contrast to the identical spectral types, the B[V values strongly suggest that SS Mon is much cooler than IO Mon or LR Mon ; again, this seems to justify the concern of about using spectral types as reli- Padgett (1996) able relative indicators. T eff As is evident from the small Li abundance Figure 2 , scatter is well within the expected observational and parameter uncertainties and gives no indication of di †erential Li depletion that would conÑict with the predictions of standard stellar models (e.g., and those incorporating DAM94) rotationally driven mixing (e.g.,
The masses of the PKD90). K stars (estimated as above) are 1.0, 1.0È1.1, and 0.5 for M _ LR Mon, IO Mon, and SS Mon. The mass estimate of SS Mon must be regarded with caution given the large sensitivity of the models to the input physics at cool as well T eff , as the close spacing of the theoretical mass tracks in at T eff the luminosity of SS Mon. Nevertheless, our for SS T eff Mon suggests a signiÐcantly lower mass relative to the other two K stars ; as an example, the new models of et al. indicate 0.6 for SS Mon. Krishnamurthi (1997) M _ The nonrotating stellar models of PKD90 and DAM94 and the rotational models of PKD90 all predict little relative surface Li depletion for ages of a few Myr, which is consistent with age estimates of NGC 2264. Comparison of our K star Li abundances with those of IC 2602 stars of similar mass (Fig. 9 of clearly suggests a much younger RAPPS) age for NGC 2264. The various stellar models all suggest an age of Myr for the NGC 2264 K stars. At larger ages, [4 unobserved signiÐcant Li depletion in the K stars with respect to the hotter stars is predicted. For example, the 10 Myr PKD90 and DAM94 models predict large unobserved di †erential Li depletions of 0.5È1.0 dex for the NGC 2264 K stars relative to our hotter F and G stars.
An aside of interest for the discussion below is that, at very young ages of only a few Myr, the and PKD90 models predict that Li depletion is actually larger DAM94 in the 1 models than in the 0.5 modelsÈthough the M _ M _ small theoretical di †erence is observationally indistinguishable from our data. This behavior, which can be seen in Figure 3 of PKD90, is counter to that predicted in models of greater age and that observed in open clusters at least as young as IC 2602 (30 Myr), which demonstrate increasing Li depletion with declining mass. This is a consequence of the details of the stellar structure. While the convection zones are larger in extent (as measured by the mass in the convective region relative to the total mass of the model) in the less massive models, at very young ages the temperatures at the base of the convection zone are smaller in the less massive models. This leads to less Li depletion in the less massive models.
A di †erent view of the morphology arises when Li-T eff abundances are derived using values determined from T eff the spectral types. For example, when employing temperatures from the and luminosity class V dJN87 CK79 relations for all stars, the resulting Li abundances of IO Mon, LR Mon, SS Mon, W134A, and W134B are all 0.3È 0.8 dex larger than the mean abundance of our six hotter (more massive) NGC 2264 stars. One is then left with the cooler NGC 2264 stars exhibiting signiÐcantly larger Li abundances than the hotter stars by several tenths of a dex. Such a trend is not seen in any of the standard or rotational models presented by or PKD90 DAM94. This unexpected trend, the results of and Padgett (1996) , the very red color of SS Mon compared with the other two K stars of identical spectral type seem to form a consistent picture in which spectral types do not yield reliable relative PMS estimates. Nevertheless, one might still wonder T eff whether a pattern of increasing Li abundance with decreasing could possibly be real. Indeed, as noted in T eff°4
.1, applying the Li depletion predictions of standard PMS burning models to IC 2602 or the Pleiades data yields initial cluster abundance morphologies that also have increasing Li abundance with declining (mass). T eff While detailed model calculations are needed to explore such a curious possibility, one could speculate about the role of, e.g., circumstellar disks on PMS Li abundances et al. In particular, is it possible that disk (Strom 1989) . locking has occurred in NGC 2264 cluster stars of a wide range of masses and has lead to rotationally induced mixing not considered in standard stellar models (and, to an extent, not incorporated in extant young rotational models) ? If so, can models having very young ages accommodate mixing that leads to signiÐcantly reduced Li destruction in cooler cluster stars (IO Mon, LR Mon, and SS Mon) compared with hotter cluster stars (the six new stars considered here), as a result of cooler interior temperatures in the former ? Such a scenario is of interest, as it would also indicate that the cooler stars (in this very young cluster, at least) provide more reliable estimates of the initial cluster abundanceÈ and these are at least a factor of 2 higher than the meteoritic value. Such a speculative scenario seems unlikely, since current stellar models indicate that, even if additional mixing can be accomplished (by whatever means) early in the PMS, the higher mass models simply do (Z1.3È1.4 M _ ) not achieve high enough convective-region base temperatures to deplete signiÐcant Li during the PMS and early main sequence. Such depletion would apparently require mixing below the convection zone base, and a mechanism to accomplish this is not clear.
As pointed out to the author by G. Herbig, there is evidence implicating the spectral typeÈbased values as the T eff source of the curious (mass) morphology. Seven of Li-T eff our stars also have spectral types from unpublished work summarized in Vogel & Kuhi hereafter that (1981, VK81) are systematically later than those in by about four Table 1 subtypes. Such a systematic o †set in spectral type translates to a much larger o †set for the NGC 2264 K stars than T eff for the F and G stars. Moreover, even a constant shift T eff leads to increasingly larger Li abundance shifts for the K stars than for the F and G stars. Recomputing Li abundances using the VK81 spectral types leads to a mean abundance in IO Mon and LR Mon that is the same as that (D3.1) in the Ðve hotter, more massive stars having VK81 classiÐcations. Unfortunately, no VK81 data are available for W134 or SS Mon ; nevertheless, we Ðnd that even systematic di †erences in PMS spectral types can result in pronounced di †erential trends in the (mass) Li-T eff morphology. This underscores the need for higher quality data of more NGC 2264 stars, so that reliable relative spectroscopic estimates can be derived. T eff
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
We have used moderate-resolution, moderate-S/N spectroscopy to determine radial velocities and Li abundances for several NGC 2264 F-and G-type stars. We Ðnd a heliocentric velocity of ]24 km s~1, which shows signiÐcant scatter (D12 km s~1) but is in excellent agreement with that derived by et al. from seven early-type cluster Liu (1989) stars. W121 was identiÐed as a multiple-lined system, and V20, W84, and W190 are probably spectroscopic binaries, which likely contribute to the velocity scatter in our small sample.
We combine our abundance data with a consistent reanalysis of that in the literature for the NGC 2264 shortperiod binary W134 and the three K-type cluster stars IO Mon, LR Mon, and SS Mon. Spectroscopic estimates T eff from Ðne analyses and line ratios of PMS stars seem to favor a temperature scale at least as hot as that of luminosity class V spectral and relations. typeÈT eff color-T eff Given (1) (1993b) their study of the 100 MyrÈold Pleiades cluster. We derive NGC 2264 abundances from the same grids used in these two studies. The resulting abundances for all three clusters, which also have been consistently corrected for NLTE e †ects, can be compared without undue concern about scale di †erences.
The mean Li abundance of all 11 NGC 2264 stars is log N(Li) \ 3.27^0.05, with a scatter of only 0.16 dex. The dispersion is within the expected uncertainties and does not indicate any evidence for di †erential Li depletion. The mean abundance is indistinguishable from the meteoritic value of & Grevesse and provides no evidence of Anders (1989) global Li enrichment with the assumption that the meteoritic estimate is representative of a "" cosmic ÏÏ abundance some 4.6 Gyr ago.
Our mean cluster abundance is 0.2È0.3 dex larger than that found in the hotter stars of IC 2602 and the Pleiades. This could indicate previous modestly nonuniform enrichment, or very recent Galactic Li enrichment that is not a global process in the solar neighborhood. Alternatively, it may indicate the increasing e †ect of Li depletion at the young ages of these clusters. If so, this depletion cannot be satisfactorily understood in terms of extent standard stellar models or those incorporating rotationally induced mixing While some of the rotational models (DAM94 ; PKD90). seem to be close to providing enough Li depletion in the 1.3È1.4 IC 2602 and Pleiades stars, even the standard M _ stellar models predict signiÐcant dex) depletion in the (Z0.5 1 stars. As noted by this magnitude of di †eren-M _ RAPPS, tial Li depletion with mass is apparently not observed, suggesting shortcomings in the stellar models.
Another possibility, though perhaps unpalatable, is that the initial or very early PMS (mass) morphology of Li-T eff IC 2602 and the Pleiades demonstrated increasing Li with declining
We did not immediately dismiss such a possi-T eff .
KING bility, given the results for NGC 2264 Li abundances derived using the spectral typeÈbased temperatures. When employing such values, the Ðve coolest NGC 2264 stars T eff all have Li abundances 0.3È0.8 dex greater than the six hotter NGC 2264 stars. This is qualitatively (if not quantitatively) similar to the behavior found for IC 2602 and the Pleiades if one estimates initial abundances by mapping the results of stellar model depletion factors onto the observed current abundances. We wondered if such a near-initial distribution could be caused by the e †ects of rotational mixing, perhaps induced by circumstellar disks, acting such that cooler stars deplete less Li than hotter stars because of lower convective temperatures. This scenario might also suggest that the initial NGC 2264 Li abundance is over a factor of 2 greater than the meteoritic value, and that even the Li abundances in the hotter stars of young clusters have been signiÐcantly depleted. However, such an explanation seems unsatisfactory, since the higher mass models never have high enough convective-region temperatures to burn signiÐcant Li during the PMS or early main sequence. Our suspicion is that (1) the odd Li-T eff morphology in NGC 2264 is a result of less reliable relative estimates derived from spectral types, and (2) the odd T eff initial morphology for IC 2602 and the Pleiades inferred from mapping model depletion factors onto their observed current abundances is caused by remaining shortcomings in stellar models, as suggested by Direct evidence for RAPPS. the former contention is found when comparing independent spectral classiÐcations of our NGC 2264 stars, and examining the e †ects of their di †erences on the derived Li abundances ; in particular, when the spectral types VK81 are employed for estimates, the K stars appear to have T eff
Li abundances indistinguishable from the F and G stars. These intriguing issues could be further clariÐed by accurate self-consistent spectroscopic estimates for a larger T eff number of NGC 2264 stars.
Deriving the Li abundance of the components of the short-period binary W134AB in a consistent fashion brings the large abundance of below the meteoritic value and PS94 into agreement with our other NGC 2264 stars. The equality of Li abundances in short-period and other cluster stars is also seen in young clusters, like the Pleiades & (Ryan Deliyannis and is predicted by the combination of 1995), tidal theory and rotational stellar models.
Similarly, our derived abundances of the NGC 2264 K stars IO Mon, LR Mon, and SS Mon bring the data MRP into agreement with our other cluster stars. The scatter in our K star abundances is reduced, which is principally a result of the large B[V value for SS Mon, which indicates that this star is signiÐcantly cooler than the other two K stars, despite their identical published spectral types. 
